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You need a license from the FCC to communicate via a Ham radio. But with recent changes (like dropping the
Morse code requirement), you can easily prepare for the test in just a few days using free online resources. The
test is usually only $10-15. Combined with the advent of affordable and easy-ish to use Ham radios, it’s become
much more practical to incorporate amateur radio as part of your emergency preparedness.
To get started with your ham radio license process, you’ll likely want to find a class or book to dig into and then
take your test. HamRadio 360 has a great list of study materials for you to start with. Once you know your stuff,
you’ll want to look for a local club in your area for a testing session.
Don't listen to people who say you won't need a ham radio license during an emergency. The license is easy but
learning how to actually communicate with someone is not. Get a license. Here's how I did it.
Get your FIRST (Technician) ham radio license! For exams beginning July 1, 2018. Item No. 0871 - $29.95
Ham radio operators use a linear amplifier to increase the transmitter's signal strength. In the U.S., the FCC
allows a maximum of 1,500 watts on amateur frequencies. The FCC requires that you use only the power
necessary for a "QSO," which is the term for contact, or conversation between two radio operators. The benefit
of using an amplifier is that a distant contact won't have to strain to hear you.
Lot's of you stand on the fringes, intimidated by HAM, or amateur, radio. While there IS much to learn, this
video is the start of a series that will answer all of your questions and get YOU ...
Resources listed under Beginner's guide to ham radio category belongs to Operating Aids main collection, and
get reviewed and rated by amateur radio operators. Guides to amateur radio for beginners is a curation of 79
resources about , A beginner's guide to RTTY contests, PSK for Beginners, Why a Beam Antenna, Which bands
to use, The HF Bands - For HF Newcomers .
By H. Ward Silver . Putting together your first ham radio station can be exciting, confusing, and challenging all
at the same time! Here, you will find tips and tricks to help you build and use a station that grows with your
needs and helps you operate effectively and confidently.
Tips for Chosing your First Radio for Your Ham Station and getting on the AIR! By N4UJW. This is a long
article but contains lots of important information for you to help with choosing your first ham radio so be
prepared to do some reading.
Amateur HAM Radio Station Log Book: Field Day Logbook for HAM Radio Operators to Track and Organize
their Activity and Notes (Amateur HAM Radio Station Log Book Series) by Arthur V Dizzy. 5.0 out of 5 stars
1. Paperback $6.99 $ 6. 99. Get it as soon as Wed, Jul 10. FREE Shipping on orders over $25 shipped by
Amazon. Ham Radio for Beginners: Quickstart Guide for New Hams and Amateur Radio ...
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